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Designed for your
retail business
The ICRTouch range of products are
designed for retail and offer you an EPoS
system that is flexibile and feature rich.
Grocery, clothing, convenience, home,
department and industrial trade stores,
e-commerce and more, ICRTouch is suitable
for the small independents to large multisite chains.
ICRTouch is an industry leading EPoS developer, with
a suite of innovative software solutions which have
been designed over 40 years. Our family of solutions
work together helping businesses like yours reach its
full potential in all areas, from business operations to
customer service.
ICRTouch is global, we have a trusted Partner Network
of highly-trained engineers that will guide you in
choosing the right system for your business and
provide ongoing support.
ICRTouch EPoS software is helping retail businesses
succeed all over the world, and yours could be next…

Promotions
Reporting
Stock Management
Scale Link

100, 000+
Installs worldwide
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Four decades
of innovation
Our founders and team have years of experience working on the
front-line supporting till systems in high-street shops, tradestores
and more. Our roots trace back to the 80's when we began
supplying, installing and maintaining cash registers to the industry.
Choosing a till system from the manufacturers of the time meant compromising on
which limited set of features you could have. Our first Electronic Point of Sale (EPoS)
system was created in the 90's to give customers the widest range of features, in a
single package. Customers could now choose to buy TouchPoint and know they had
everything they needed.
Since then, we have spent over 20 years continuously enhancing TouchPoint and
our family of products. Through careful research we develop new technology as our
ever-evolving market demands.
ICRTouch software is reliable and dependable. We work to perfect the performance
of our solutions from real world usage and we continue to prove reliable across
100,000+ installs.

A Family Of Solutions
Today, we are still creating original EPoS
software and TouchPoint has been joined
by TouchOffice Web, web based back office
and intelligence, TouchLoyalty, customer
loyalty software and a whole suite of
products that have changed the way retail
businesses operate.

Progress Through
Experience
Many from our team have experience
throughout the retail industry, whether that
is an owner, manager, keyholder or staff
member. From the beginning our industry
experience has helped shape the way we
develop our software. We know what it feels
like ....
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DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE
OF RETAIL
Through careful research we develop
new applications and services that
have shaped customer buying habits
utilising the right technology. As new
products make their way to the market,
you will be able to implement them into
your existing system without a hiccup.
If you need your company’s technology
structure adjusted, you can easily react
to change.
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Front of house
EPoS till system
The right front of house EPoS terminal works with you to maximise your profits,
manage your staff efficiently and provide an impressive, quick and convenient
customer service.
Today's TouchPoint has more features and flexibility than ever, giving you a till system that allows
you the freedom to operate in your own way.

Intuitive

Versatile For Any Business

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Simple touchscreen keyboard layouts
for easy navigation.
Button font can be customised or
overlay images to buttons.
Simple program mode for managers
to update products and prices.
Minimal training is required for
operators.
Minimal key presses and fast
transactions minimise service time.
Barcode scanner and scale support.

Secure & Reliable
•
•
•
•
•

All clerk activity is stored on the till so
you can investigate mishaps.
TouchPoint integrates with your CCTV
displaying transaction information.
Staff can sign onto TouchPoint securely
with fingerprint, ibutton, magnetic or
mifare card sign on.
There is no reliance on the internet; if
your broadband fails you can continue
to make sales.
Multiple cash drawer support. Individual
cashiers are responsible for their own
drawers.

•
•
•

Right out of the box TouchPoint includes
product promos, price changes, weigh
scale link, personalised customer display
with adverts, customer prompting and
loyalty schemes.
TouchPoint easily integrates with our
complimentary products to give you the
flexibility a growing business needs.
Additional features can be created to
your bespoke requirements.
Barcode scanners.

Reward Loyal
Customers
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer account details are integrated
into the till so you know your customers
and where they are spending their
money.
Run targeted promotions and points
schemes.
Create vouchers and gift cards.
Schedule discount rate variations that
take effect on a particular date and
time.
Run promotions such as BOGOF, 2 for 1
and custom mix 'n' match offers.
Build a purchase history for your
customers.
Combine with TouchLoyalty for more
complex multi-site promotions.
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"

It helps us monitor our stock. It has a lot more
information on what we're selling than what we
had with our old system. If you've got something
on promotion you can see the performance.
Antony Thompson

Owner, Bewdley Farm Shop
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Business management
& intelligence
TouchOffice Web gives you a bird’s eye view of your business. It is a
powerful management tool that provides you with a complete real-time
understanding of your business online, from anywhere in the world.
Make big decisions with ease by analysing detailed historical reports. Forecast pricing,
manage your stock and staff rotas. If you are a startup, you will have immediate insights
that help you make the right decisions at critical moments. If you are a multi-site retail
chain, TouchOffice Web provides control over your entire estate with a consolidated head
office overview of your company’s performance.

See It All

Run Reports

Keep an eye on day to day activity with
real-time information. Detect, monitor and
counter fraud using audit trails and clerk
reports; or manage payroll with clerk clock
in/out status and time and attendance
reports.

TouchOffice Web gives you the power to
report on every aspect of your business.
Analyse site or brand performance, profit
margins, sales trends, quiet periods or run
the top 50 most profitable sellers to better
guide you when ordering stock. Financial
data can also be exported into accounting
packages to free up admin time.

Program Updates

Stock Control

React to customer demand with live
programming and product updates, make
price changes and set promotions. Your
updates will roll out to your ICRTouch
technology instantly or schedule them to go
live at a specific date and time.

Monitor and order stock items at the right
time from TouchOffice Web. Make it easy
and use a handheld TouchStock device to
scan in deliveries efficiently, perform stock
takes or process wastages.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.
TouchOffice Web can easily be accessed
online from any laptop, tablet or mobile
to check that stock order, make an
instant programming change or run a
quick, detailed report to give you instant
information.
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Build a loyal
customer base
TouchLoyalty enables you to build loyal customers who are rewarded for
returning again and again, increasing your profit margins. Engaging with your
customers and building relationships also encourages them to speak highly of
you to their friends and family, spreading a positive image of your business.
TouchLoyalty gives regular customers, members, VIPs or even staff an instant discount on their
purchases. Elaborate points schemes can also be created that incentivise customers to make
repeat purchases for a deferred discount or other rewards.

Customer Analytics

Manage Unused Stock

TouchLoyalty software is the clever way to
monitor your customers and their spending
habits allowing you to plan and roll out
promotions, targeting specific stock, days or
people.

Encourage the purchase of unused stock
with a points system for deferred discounts
on selected lines.

Reward Customers

Customer Interaction

Reward regular customers or use the loyalty
system to encourage customers to return if
they haven't been in for a while. TouchLoyalty
gives you the tools to interact with your
customers more often.

Create targeted customer interactions
such as mailshots and SMS messages.
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"

TouchLoyalty has really allowed me to build up
business and it's very user-friendly too.
Mr Baldwin

Baldwin's Department Store

MULTIPLE SITES

TouchLoyalty can be installed across multiple
sites and businesses or on single back office
systems, enabling customers to use their
loyalty cards across a chain of sites.
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Mobile stock
management
Hand-held stock control software. It counts stock, scans barcodes,
checks deliveries and generates labels. It syncs with TouchOffice
Web+ to create orders and update stock quantities.
TouchStock scans everything, item-by-item. Count up what you have and connect
TouchStock to TouchOffice Web+ to tally on what's not been sold. TouchStock
handles data effortlessly, enabling you to carry out a partial stock-take whenever
you want. There's no need to check the store because you'll be able to check one
line of products instead.

Deliveries

Wastage

When your order arrives TouchStock gives
you the power to accurately, quickly and
reliably check deliveries. Your TouchOffice
Web+ updates with the current stock level.

Quickly scan an item and enter the quantity
for wastage to update your stock levels.

Quicker Stock Takes

Generate Labels

Using TouchStock you can perform quick
and easy stock takes with more accuracy,
freeing up your staff.

Sync with TouchOffice Web+ to easily
generate a new shelf-edge label. No
writing required and everything's back on
track.

ORDERS & PRODUCT CHECK
You aren't relying on staff knowing what
every product is called, just scan the
barcode so products aren't counted twice.
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"

TouchStock's cut down on the time spent counting
stock allowing me to concentrate on selling stock.
It's simple to use and reliable.
Sam

Sorted Surf Shop

PRICE CHECK
TouchStock will check that the price
on the shelf is also the price you're
charging at the till. 'Price Check' mode
on TouchStock is perfect for use as a
customer operated price checker unit.
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Rest easy,
you are in safe hands
Keeping your sales information, stock, assets and money safe.
Protecting your system from misuse is important. ICRTouch systems provide you with tools to deter,
monitor and investigate internal fraud.

Integrity Assured

CCTV Integration

All sales on TouchPoint EPoS terminals are
automatically uploaded to our cloud-based
back office, TouchOffice Web. If you lose
your internet connection, no problem. Sales
are stored locally at the EPoS terminal and
are seamlessly sent up when next online.

Prominent and obvious CCTV cameras deter
casual theft by both customers and staff
alike. The CCTV can show exactly who was
responsible for the act, providing valuable
evidence. A compatible CCTV system can
also capture the Electronic Journal from the
TouchPoint till and overlay this directly onto
the recorded image.

With TouchOffice Web your information is
safe and accessible online.

Secure Sign On

Full Audit Trail

Unique sign on methods mean that only
authorised staff can access the till and
operations can be restricted for sensitive
operations, such as refunds or voids.
Clocking in and out can also be monitored
ensuring accurate, quick and efficient
payroll administration.

A full audit trail of your business
transactions ensures that you can comply
with all current fiscal regulations. Every
recorded transaction also lets you know
which staff member performed each action.
Invaluable for training staff, and also lets
you investigate suspected misuse without
alerting the employees.

HOW TO SPOT FRAUD
The latest Manager's Handbook — How To
Spot Till Fraud — is packed with hints and
tips from industry professionals on spotting
fraud within the workplace. Request your
copy here: icrtou.ch/tillfraud
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Designed with your
team in mind
Empower your employees with
user-friendly software
The ICRTouch system can be configured to suit your
personnel, whether they are trainees or not proficient
in your main language.
For new or seasonal staff you can restrict clerks
to specific or basic functions and enable training
features, so trainees can begin making sales right
away.
For multicultural businesses where staff may have
different primary languages, the TouchPoint till can set
the language in use according to the clerk that has
signed-on.
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E-Commerce
ICRTouch integrates with several webshop solutions to allow
your online sales to be processed through your TouchPoint
EPoS system and TouchOffice Web back office software.
Online sales will print in your warehouse or show on your order display so
that staff know what orders to prepare. Stock quantities are made available
so that you can handle out of stock items appropriately. Reports from the
EPoS system include both online and instore sales.

Integrated Solutions

Clear Reports

TouchPoint integrates with popular
webshop platforms such as
WooCommerce, Shopify, PrestaShop and
Magento.

Reports from the TouchPoint EPoS system
and TouchOffice Web include both online
and instore sales. All your reports are in one
unified system and presented in a clear
format.

Generate More Revenue

No Sales Are Missed

The webshop link provides you with
everything you need to generate new
revenue streams from a wider online
market.

When a sale is made online, your
TouchPoint till will print out a receipt as if
the sale had been processed by a clerk.
Web sales are also recorded digitally on the
till so you never miss a sale.
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CONVENIENCE
Providing an online webshop for your
customers gives them the opportunity
to purchase at their convenience. It also
gives your customers the time to browse
your entire product range and purchase
more items.
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Payments
as easy as EFT
Give your customer choice when paying. We partner with payment
providers across the globe to make paying at the TouchPoint till simple.

Fast, Secure Payments

Eliminate Long Waits

•

Card Payments

•

Mobile Payments

•

Contactless Payments

Fast chip & pin transactions are expected
by today’s customers. Contactless and
mobile payment methods help you deal
with customer transactions quickly, reducing
queuing time.

Problem Free
Cards are now more popular than cash. For the complete EPoS package,
an integrated EFT solution is a must-have addition. Our providers ensure
you get a secure transaction every time, enabling your customers to pay
how they want to pay. A problem free payment service.
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Get the most from your
ICRTouch EPoS system
Our ICRTouch Partner Network of industry experts can
provide you with custom add-ons for your TouchPoint that
perform specific features or functions to suit your business
needs.

Allergen Labels
For items packaged onsite such as fresh food, TouchPoint can
print labels including ingredients and allergen information.

Bag Charge

Customer Media Display

Add an optional reminder to charge for plastic
carrier bags.

Advertise from your customer facing display
screen on the till. Images, video and social feeds
are all supported from TouchPoint, enabling you to
upsell and inform your customers.

3rd Party Integrations
Accounts Packages

Publication Subscriptions

Link your system to Xero or Sage 50 accounts
packages to reduce admin.

Customers accounts can be created for
newspaper & magazine subscriptions or any
product series. As new issues are released,
TouchPoint will automatically bill the customer for
the products that they are subscribed to until a
set end date. TouchPoint can store delivery details,
including customer address, subscriptions and
holidays.

Talk to your ICRTouch
Authorised Partner to ask
for customisation of your
TouchPoint till.
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Collection screens
for Retail
CollectionPoint displays 'open' orders on a screen or monitor as soon as orders are
placed.
Staff can alert customers that their order is ready for collection.

Ideal In Warehouse Stores

Keep Customers Informed

CollectionPoint is used in instances where
staff need to prepare orders. As staff retrieve
items from the warehouse, they can call
customers to the collection area/zone.

Your customers are informed of their order
status and waiting time. This gives them a
chance to browse your product range while
they wait and reduces congestion at the till.
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Weigh scale link
TouchPoint is UK Weights & Measures approved. When an item to
be weighed is placed on the scale, TouchPoint calculates the price
based on the weight of the selected item.

Perfect For Grocery Shops

Perfect For Gift Shops

Staff can quickly weigh the bananas, pears or tomatos
and TouchPoint will calculate the price.

Weigh scales can be used in gift shops selling items such
as fudge, pick 'n' mix and flowers.

Perfect For Farm Shops & Delis
Weigh scales can be used for meats, vegitables, animal
feed, grain and more.
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Portlands 24/7
supermarket
A wider range of quality merchandise
Portlands supermarket have 10 branches across London and pride
themselves in delivering great customer service. Their stores are open
24/7 giving their customers the flexibility to shop at their convenience.

20 TouchPoint Tills
The nature of Portlands operating at all hours meant they
required ongoing local support through the night shift. Mr
Naren needed a central online back office system so that
he could manage their extensive product range.
Mr Naren contacted an ICRTouch Partner who cover
London and can also provide local 24/7 technical support
across the city.
ICRTouch TouchPoint was installed on twenty tills, each
connected to a TouchOffice Web+ account, along with
TouchStock.

Reducing Theft
Long shifts at quiet times of the night allow opportunities
for theft and fraud to present themselves more easily.
Fortunately the ICRTouch till system provides tools to
deter and monitor misuse of funds and assets across the
entire business.
Unique staff sign on numbers ensure the tills can only be
operated once a clerk is signed on.
TouchPoint was linked with Portland's CCTV system. This
enables Portlands to investigate all staff activity on the till
while examining CCTV footage.

Back Office Management
Mr Naran can manage all ten branches from his
TouchOffice Web. It is great to check how each store is
doing without being onsite, and he can quickly get an
overview of his entire business.
It enables Mr Naren to view and monitor reports to
identify which products are selling and at what price
point. It also brings to light which products aren't selling

so well, so that Portlands can plan their reordering of
stock accordingly.
Promotions and offers can be set across the the entire
Portlands group, updating digital signage throughout
the stores, saving admin time and customers are always
updated with the latest offers.

Stock Management
All areas of managing each shop's inventory has been
streamlined, saving hours in admin. The handheld stock
taking device, TouchStock, lets staff scan and count
stock items quickly and accurately. At the end, the tally is
automatically sent to TouchOffice Web+. No duplicating,
copying or manual entering.
Deliveries have also been made a breeze. If a customer
needs help in the middle of a stock take, it is easy to stop
and pick up again later, allowing for more time with their
customers.
Wastages are scanned each day to update stock levels.
The entire system was installed within two days across all
ten stores. Mr Naren was very impressed with Portlands'
new EPoS system and found it to be easy to use and
operate.
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"

The ICRTouch software is easy to use and easy to train staff.
Having the new system improved every aspect of our business
from serving customers to managerial functions.
Mr Naren, Manager at Portlands
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Meet the ICRTouch
Family…

Robust, secure and easy-to-use EPoS till

Queue-based, customer order
progress notification.

Powerful, cloud-based, business
management and reporting.

Customer loyalty and reward
management.

Handheld food and drink ordering at the
table.

Digital stock management

Paper-free order display and tracking
for the kitchen.

Virtual, changeable menu display board.

Online takeaway ordering via a website.

Interactive order point software.

